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 national policy in Germany as the prime cause of her decline; in
 these respects England hacl a unique advantage, as has been often
 pointed out, though the contrast between England and Germany
 enables Dr. Ehrenberg to accentuate it anew. Perhaps a confirmation
 of his interpretation of the past nay be found from what we see in the
 present. In a united Germany with a national economic policy fuller
 advantage is being again taken of the vast natural resources which had
 given her a leading position in the early part of the sixteenth century;
 it is not merely accidental that the pressure of Germani competition is
 felt so severely after the accomplishment of German unity.

 The beginning of trade between England and Hamburg can be
 dated with precision in 1564, and it was due to an invitation sent to
 Elizabeth by the Council of Tlamburg. This interesting document has
 been printed in full by Dr. Ehrenberg; it assured to English merchants
 the rights of citizens in buying and selling, and thereby sets at
 defiance one of the fundamental principles of the Hanse League. The
 determination of other members of the League to draw Hamburg baclk
 into line, the struggle to maintain the privileges of the London Steel-
 yard against the competition of English exporters, and the efforts,
 which were ultimately successful, of the English merchants to secure a
 firm footing at the mouth of the Elbe are followed out with persistent
 care step by step; and there are not a few elements of personal
 interest-in the devotion displayed by Dr. Sudermann, in the acute
 observations of various English merchants, and in Queen Elizabeth's
 contempt for the German language as an instrument of communication
 between well-bred people. The interest of the story centres in Ger-
 many rather than in England, but there are some important side lights
 on the course of affairs in this country, especially on the effect of the
 contest on the growth of the feeling against commercial monopolies
 which bore fruit in the following century. It must be a matter of regret
 that Dr. Ehrenberg was unable to obtain access to the papers in the
 possession of the Mercers' Company, as he would doubtless have turned
 them to good account.

 W. CUNNINGHAM

 Das grosspoltische Fleiscitergewerk vor 300 Jahren. Darstellung
 und Urkunden. Von GEORG ADLER, Professor an der Univ.
 Basel. (Separatabdr. aus d. Zeitscb. d. histor. Gesellseb. fur
 Posen, ix. 3 & 4. Poseil, Jolowicz, 1895, pp. 164).

 UMi's Fleischereiwesen imt] Mittelalter. Von EUGEN NtIBLING.
 (UIlm's Handel u. Gewerbe in Mittelalter, Heft 2. Ulmi,
 Nfibling, 1892, pp. 20).

 PROFESSOR ADLER has followed up his monograph on the policy of
 Germiian towns with regard to the supply of meat in the later middle
 ages (reviewed in this JOURNAL, V., 404) by a study of the regulations
 of the butchers' gilds of his own native country, Poland, in the sixteenth
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 and seventeenth centuries. He comes to the conclusion that there was
 more abuse of their powers than in Germany, especially in the hinder-

 ing of healthy competition, in spite of the circumstance that in theory
 they were more directly under the control of the municipal authorities;

 and this he explains by the influence of the rich butchers in the town

 councils. For the rest, conditions were exactly what they were in
 neighbouring countries. Dr. Adler follows the customary arrangement

 of his theme, beginning with the supply of the cattle alnd ending with
 the journeymen's brotherhoods, and illustrates the main features of the

 gild system with abundant examples from the Fleischerstatutem and
 Protokollbiicher of Posen and other towns.

 What he tells us may be profitably compared with the state of

 affairs in a wealthy town of South Germany as set forth in Eugen

 Niibling's Ulm's Fleischereiwesen, one of a series of brief, scholarly and
 inexpensive descriptions of the media3val industries of Ulm, issued
 some three and four years ago, to which I am glad to have this occasion

 to call attention. Dr. Niibling is not only a great admirer of the gild
 system in the past; he believes that ' the future belongs to it.' As he
 points out, wherever the carrying on of the trade of butcher is limited

 by town ordinance to those who can get access to a particular slaughter-
 house, and that slaughter-house is controlled by an association of the

 trade, there is there a reproduction of media3val gild restrictions under
 a new name. This is the case in Ulm to-day; and the skilful manage-
 ment of the slaughter-house of Ulm is not without bearing on some

 large questions of industrial organisation.
 W. J. ASHLEY

 Econotics: An Account of the Relations between Private Pro-

 perty and Public Welfare. By ARTHUR TWINING HADLEY.
 (London: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 1896.)

 PROFESSOR HADLEY is favourably known to English economic

 students by his book on Railroad Transportation, its History and its
 Laws. To the more ambitious and comprehensive treatise before us
 he has brought the same qualities of clear exposition, of concise and

 pointed expression, of acute and discriminating judgment, and of for-
 cible and interesting reasoning, which were conspicuous in the earlier

 volume, and contributed to secure for it the high place in economic
 literature which it deservedly occupies. If on ths present occasion he
 has not produced a work of a permanence and value commensurate

 with the promise of his former book, it is because the conditions of

 success have been different. It was no easy task to introduce order
 and light into the obscured and confused issues raised in the questions

 of railway transportation; but it is far more difficult to write a general
 treatise on Economics, which should be systematic without being
 arid, and comprehensive without being tedious. In his avoidance of

 the latter evils we doubt whether Professor Hadley has succeeded in
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